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The Blake
In collaboration with Studio DB, a prestigious NYC architectural and interiors
firm, The Blake was designed for an
upscale Brooklyn condominium project
as a two-toned freestanding bathtub.
This simple, elegant tub features a
uniquely designed lip that accentuates
its shape and showcases the contrasting
exterior color, shown on the cover in our
new Stratus Gray finish. Available as a
soaker or air bath, in matte or handpolished deep gloss finish. 8 standard
exterior colors available. Boutique
Collection SculptureStone®
#240 ◦ 66” x 32” x 22.5”

The Blake Integral Deck
The back side is designed straight to mount flush against the wall, while the front side is angled to rest flush against the rear contours of The Blake.
Can be specified with one of 8 exterior colors. Faucet holes can be factory-drilled. SculptureStone®.
#SSPTX1MT ◦ 32”L x 4”D x 20”H

Two Great New Exterior Colors
Sapphire Blue and Stratus Grey join the other 6 exterior colors available for many Boutique Collection tubs and sinks. Mallory shown below.

Sky Blue

Sapphire Blue

Stratus Gray

Elena
Compact exterior with a roomy interior. A
clean contemporary design with a halfrolled lip; flat rim optional. Available as a
soaker and air bath, in matte and handpolished deep gloss finishes. Also available
with 8 exterior colors. Boutique Collection
SculptureStone®.
#245 ◦ 58” x 32” x 23”

Premium Component
Stand
More than a faucet stand, it is robust enough
to house the air bath blower. A freestanding
unit that has an access panel on the rear
side. SculptureStone®. Shown with Cascara.
#SSPX1MT ◦ 22.5” tall

Leona
A nicely-proportioned oval available as a
Counter-Sink and semi-recessed sink.
Boutique Collection SculptureStone®.
Semi-recessed sink
#MTCS-768 ◦ 20” x 13”
Counter-Sink
#MTCS-850

Adel
Simplicity itself. Compact organic design and dimensions
make it ideal for replacing an alcove tub. Available as a
soaker and air bath. Designer Collection acrylic.
#250 ◦ 57.25” x 31” x 21.5

Louise
A graceful, visually symmetrical tub that is also versatile. It
allows you to specify center, left- or right-hand drain location. Overflow is factory-installed. Available as a soaker and
air bath. Designer Collection acrylic.
#251 ◦ CD ◦ 66” x 36.75” x 23.75”
#252 ◦ ED ◦ 66” x 36.75” x 23.75”

New BASICS Integral Skirted A/D
A new clean-lined 60” x 36” size joins the two existing
60” x 30” and 60” x 32” size integral skirted BASICS alcove
tubs that can be specified for above-floor rough-in or ADA
compliance. Left- or right-hand drain. MTI BASICS® acrylic.
MBISC6036A ◦ 60” x 36” x 19”
MBISC6036D ◦ 60” x 36” x 16”

Organic Design Bases / 3 New Sizes
The organically designed 60 x 30 shower base, featuring
smooth, curved transitions from perimeter to floor, has been
extremely well-received. We are now adding 3 new sizes. Like
the original, these bases are available in matte white only, with
left-or right-hand drain. Includes standard shower drain with
hidden drain cover in stainless steel or white. Designer
Collection acrylic.
MTSB-6032IFM ◦ 60” x 32”
MTSB-6034IFM ◦ 60” x 34”
MTSB-6036IFM ◦ 60” x 36”

Reminder: In addition, any low-profile Designer shower base,
whether single or multiple threshold, can be ordered with a
matte white finish as an upgrade.
For more information and product specifications, visit mtibaths.com
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